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SUMMARY
As museums move away from the traditional didactic model of interpretation which espouses
one authoritative narrative around a set of objects, they face the challenge of articulating a
plurality of voices, meanings and perspectives in a single prescribed space. One aspect of
this challenge that has received little attention is the concept of time. Museums have
traditionally used linear time concepts - chronological timelines, or sociological periods such
as king's reigns – as organising frameworks for their narratives. Whether one uses a linear,
circadian or cyclical method of presenting time, the use of a particular time concept can
function to suppress certain points of view about the meaning and significance of museum
artefacts when interpreted for exhibition. For example, placing a series of events along
timeline inevitability creates a sense of commensurability between historical experiences that
will only be valid from a certain ideological perspective. In fact, the very use of a linear
timeline denotes the existence of 'progress' which is a Western invention that does not
necessarily concur with notions of time and evolution used by non-Western cultures.
This research will explore different models and devices that influence our experience and
understanding of time, from Hegel’s model of history as a tulip bulb to why, for physics, the
universe doesn’t all tick to the same clock. This will, in turn, start a discussion about how
competing time concepts can be used to present different philosophies, beliefs and ideas in
object interpretation and presentation. The overall objective is to make museum
interpretation more inclusive and engaging for a range of audiences. The key research
questions that will be explored are:

1. What other time concepts might be employed by museums to give a more complex
and multi-layered view of the meaning and significance of objects?
2. To what extent does reliance of linear time concepts in museum displays limit
interpretive opportunities, exclude voices and/or discourage the public from engaging
with collections?
3. How can digital tools be used inside and outside museum spaces to present different
concepts of time and create new time relationships between visitors and objects?

